ACP 131 (B)
DECODE
SIGNAL

QUESTION

ANSWER. ADVICE

secure

means.

This is a reprocessed ICAO message.

ZEB

ZED

ORDER

Pass plain language copy to... by

ZEA

ZEC

OR

Have you received message...?

Message...(1. Not received; 2. Uniden
tified. Give better identifying data).

The following confirmatory information
as received is at variance with the text.

ZEE

Request message...be transmitted.

ZEF

This message has been read (received or
intercepted) from a ship at sea.

ZEG

This message is not to be decrypted or

reported outside the communication center

in...(l. Aggressor force; 2. Friendly
force).
ZEH

Accuracy of...portion of following

message (or message...) is doubtful.
Correction or confirmation will be for

warded when received. (1. Heading;
2. Text; 3. Group...to...)
ZEI

ZEJ

Accuracy is doubtful of heading of
message received as follows...
Check to
station of origin if necessary and
repeat.

Replies to this message (or message...)
are to be sent now (or at...)

ZEK

No answer is required.
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ACP 131 (B)
DECODE
SIGNAL

ZEL

QUESTION

ANSWER. ADVICE

OR

ORDER

Is message...a correction to
message...which was previously

This message is a correction (to
message...) (transmitted by...).

transmitted with doubtful or

Note:

missing groups (words)?

with ZDG.

May only be used in conjunction

ZEM

ZEN

This message has been delivered by a
separate transmission or by other means

(1. Messenger/courier; 2. Mail) to the
addressee(s) immediately following this

^%

operating signal.
ZEO

Transmit this message by rapid means
when no charges are involved and to all
others by mail.

ZEP

This message (or message...) was incom
pletely received. Each word or group
missed, which is indicated by position
of ZEP in the message, will be forwarded
as soon as

ZEQ

obtained.

Message...has been (l. Missent to this
station. Received at...z. Message pro
tected; 2. Missent to this station and
unable to protect delivery due to....
Request you re-transmit to ,the appro

priate called station(s); 3. Misrouted
to this stationi and has been rerouted to
...at....z.

Recommend corrective

action; 4. Misrouted to this station and

unable to protect delivery (for...) due

ZER

to... Request your station protect
delivery; 5. Routed to this station in
format line 2, but without delivery
responsibility in format lines 7 or 8.
Advise.)
This is a multiple-address or book
message tape containing...routing indi
cators in the routing line for which the
station called in the pilot is respon
sible.

ZES

^

Your message...has been received...(l.
Incomplete; 2. Garbled). Request retrans
mission.

ZET

Message...has been protected and no

ZEU

Exercise (drill) message.

further action by...is reauired.

^
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ACP 131 (B)

P

DECODE
SIGNAL

ZEV

QUESTION

ANSWER. ADVICE

OR

ORDER

Request you acknowledge

Message (or message...) is

message...

acknowledged.

ZEW

Your attention is invited, for... (1.
Action; 2. Information), to message...
which is in your files.

This is a book message and may be
delivered as a single-address message
to addressees for whom you are

ZEX

^

responsible.

This message (or message...) has been
(or will be) put on the... broadcast
schedules (serial number...)

ZEY

ZEZ

When delivery is effected of this book

message to addressee by commercial means,
or when copy is forwarded to confirm

message previously delivered by telephone
it is to be sent as a single address

message.

JP*\

(May only be used in conjunc

tion with ZEX.)

Following message has been read

ZFA

(received or intercepted).
Pass this message to... (1. on arrival;

ZFB

2. On return to base).

ZFC

Have you received (or sent)

Executive signal ("Execute") for last

the executive signal

message (or following message) has been

("Execute") for message...?

made (or was made at...).

^s.

^^'

ZFD

This message is a suspected duplicate.

ZFE

Pass message...(which is in your files)
to addressee(s) for whom you are
responsible using the indicated
supplementary heading.
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ACP 131 (B)
DECODE
QUESTION

SIGNAL

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

Inform me when this message (or
message...) has been received by...
(addressee designation) or by... (1.
Action addressee(s); 2. Information
addressee(s); 3. All addressees; 4.
Action addressee's/addresses' message

ZFF

center; 5. Information addresse's/
addressees' message center; 6. All

addressees' message center). (NOTE:
AUTHORIZED FOR USE ON GENERAL MESSAGES).
ZFG

This message is an exact duplicate
of a message previously transmitted.

ZFH

This message (or message...) is being
(or has been) passed to you (or...)
for... (1. Action; 2. Information; 3.
Comment) (at the request of...)

ZFI

Is there any reply to
message...?

^

There is no reply to message...

Message(s)...number(s)...not transmitted
on this schedule (or on schedule...) are

ZFJ

^%

no longer needed.

ZFK

ZFL

Does message...(or station
serial number...) concern me
(or...)?

2. No longer concerns you (or...)).

Was there any traffic addressed Following traffic was addressed to
to me on... broadcast schedule
you on...broadcast schedule between
between serial numbers... and
•

ZFM

Message...(or station serial number...)

..(1. Does not concern you (or...);

•

•

•

serial numbers... and ...

*

Message(s) serial number(s)...(to
...) which was (were) transmitted
during unserviceability of one or more
transmitters, simultaneously keyed,
will now be repeated.

ZFN

~)
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ACP 131(B)
DECODE
SIGNAL

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

QUESTION

Message...is being delivered as

ZFO

a basegram message.

Basegram.

ZFP

Two messages (...and...) received

ZFQ

under channel number (or station
serial number) ... Both released.
Cancel transmission..0(made under

ZFR

channel or station serial number
. 0.) .

Make message••.same channel or
station serial number as this pro
cedure message.

ZFS

Message...received without channel

ZFT

number (or station serial number)
following message bearing channel

number (or station serial number)
o..Message released.

ZFU

Channel numbers,•.and.„.preceded
message... Lower number recorded
and higher number blanked.

ZFV

Message...containing channel
number...separated by portions of

the message, released subject to
correction. Take necessary action

to provide corrected copy.

BLANK channel number(s)«..Forward
messageoo.as channel number...

ZFW

Channel number (or station serial

ZFX

number)...is open.

ZFY

ZFZ
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(Reverse Blank)

